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where the coefficients A depend on the initial conditions.
Equations ( 10) and ( 11) can be applied to the description of all relaxation phenomena connected with
the corresponding dynamic derivatives. The thermodynamical theory leaves open the question of the temperature dependence of the relaxation times.
The author expresses his appreciation to S. V. Vonsovskii and to G. V. Skrotskii for discussion of the
work.
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It is suggested that the invariance of the {3-interaction under time reversal can be examined
by observing {3 -y angular correlations in allowed transitions with aligned nuclei. Formulas

are obtained for the {3- 'Y correlation in nuclei oriented by various methods. The general
form of the {3-interaction is considered with parity nonconservation taken into account. An
expression is given for the {3- 'Y angular and polarization correlations in oriented nuclei for
{3-transitions of any order of forbiddenness.
ExPERIMENT has at present verified that parity is not conserved in weak interactions, as had been hypothesized in different forms by Lee and Yang1• 2 and by Landau. 3• 4 It remains for experiment to test the
specific versions of the hypothesis. We shall speak here primarily of a test of the conservation law for
"combined parity," which according to Pauli's theorem5 is equivalent to the invariance under time reversal.
Another important question is whether or not is is possible to describe the neutrino by a two-component equation. 4•2
In the present work we shall give our main consideration to the first of these problems. We shall do
this by investigating the {3 -y angular correlation of oriented nuclei. We shall show that if the nuclei are
oriented by the method of BleaneyS or Pound7 (aligned nuclei), then a measurement of the {3- 'Y correlation for allowed transitions can give important information on the nature of the {3-interaction:
( 1) If there is no {3- 'Y angular correlation, then (a) the {3-interaction is invariant with respect to
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time reversal, and (b) the vector and pseudovector interactions contribute weakly.
(2) If there is a {3-y angular correlation, but it decreases with an increase in the {3 energy, then
(a) the {3-interaction is invariant with respect to time reversal, but (b) either the vector or pseudovector interactions contribute strongly.
(3) An increase in the correlation with an increase in the {3 energy leads uniquely to the conclusion
that the {3-interaction is not invariant under time reversal, and "combined parity" is not conserved.
These results are easily understood if one bears in mind the following facts. The expression for the
probability of the {3-transition must contain the electron momentum p (p, .}, cp), the photon momentum
k (k, e, cf> ), and the tensor Tu which determines the orientation of the aligned nucleus. Since the transition is allowed, p must enter linearly. Parity is eonserved in they-transition, so that k must enter
quadratically. With these conditions, it is impossible to construct a scalar quantity of p, k, and Til;
the only pseudoscalar that can be constructed of these quantities is [p x k ]T', where T.f =

L Ti.fki·

This

i

pseudoscalar changes sign under time reversal, and therefore cannot enter a theory which is invariant
with respect to the transformation t __.. - t. The Coulomb interaction of the electron and the nucleus leads
to additional terms in the expression for the {3- 'Y angular correlation. In allowed transitions these terms
enter only into the vector and axial vector interactions, and they decrease as the electron energy increases.
Let us choose the most general form of the {3-interaction, taking parity nonconservation into account by
the method of Lee and Yang. 1 The initial state of the nucleus shall be given by the tensor pjo, which is
related to the density matrix p (Jl.o• Jl.~) by
gTJ
(1)

where Jl.o is the projection of the nuclear spin j 0 on the axis of quantization.. If this axis is chosen as the
physically defined axis of the most probable nuclear spin orientation (for instance directed along the external orienting field), then the density matrix is dia!~onal, and the nuclear orientation is given by
( 2)

where w (Jl.o) is the probability of finding a nucleus in a state with the z component of the spin equal to
Jl.o· We choose the initial wave function of the system as

where

< >,;

denotes averaging over the elements of the statistical ensemble, and
w (fLo)=

<I a~, j 2 >~,

~ w (fLo)= I.
1'-o

If after {3-decay the nueleus undergoes a radiative transition, the polarization tensor of the intermediate state can be expressed in terms of observed quantities which characterize this latter transition. Let
HhJl.t be the matrix element for the y-transition from state hJl.t to state hJ1. 2 • Then the polarization
tensor for state hJl.t can be written
2S+ 1

L.h

+1

( 3)

We shall choose the form used previously by the author and others 8•9 for the wave function of the electron outside the nucleus, a function which describes a particle with momentum p at infinity. We shall define the wave function of the electron within the nucleus as the solution of the Dirac equation for a surface
or volume charge distribution. The amplitude of the Internal function will be determined from the condition that the internal and external functions join smoothly. The parameters Ap.. , which are adjusted to
make these functions joint smoothly, and the wave funetion phases c5jA have been previously determined
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by the author 9 - 11 and have been tabulated by Sliv and Volchok. 12 * We shall denote the total angular momentum of the electron by j, and its orbital angular momentum by 11 = j +A., where A.=±!. The total
angular momentum of the neutrino will be denoted by i, and its orbital angular momentum by 11 = i + v,
where v = ± !. The matrix elements of the {3- y transition are calculated in the same way as in the author's previous works.9• 10 As a result we obtain an expression for the angular and polarization correlations of the {3 particle and the y ray emitted by the oriented nuclei. This expression is

w (p,

k)

= ~il+l' (-l)i'-J+g

V(21

+ 1) (21' +

I) I (2{

+ 1)(2j + 1)(2j' + 1) c{?ozo w (iL'jf;

X exp [i (oJ>. - oi'>.•)l C~~sa X (j1hS, j 0 j 0 g, L' L f) P

j'L)

w (-{-

jl'f;

lj')

£: P~~ (0¢) Yja (&?) Bi~ Bi;~'* ·

(4)

Here C~~b~ are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, W (abed; ef) are Racah functions, and X (abc, def, ghi)
= X ( adg, beh, cfi) are Fano functions. These functions are tabulated. 13 - 16 Further

SJ,

=

- {[j5

+ (gvRi + iGvR;-)] il; +[~a (grR-; + iGrR2+) + c (gARt + iGAR;-)] o1d oL+,,N
(igAR2 + GARi)- ~y5 (igpRt + GPRi-)l o1 +[a: (igvR2 + GvRi)- ~" (igrRi + GrR;)] 011} 0L+.... N-l·
{[~ (gsR~- -I- iGsRi)

(5)

0

0

The symbols gs, gT, gp, gy, and gA denote the coupling constants of the scalar, tensor, pseudoscalar,
vector, and pseudovector {3-interactions, and Gs, GT, etc., are analogous coupling constants for terms
which can be allowed only in the case of parity nonconservation (that is, those containing an extra y 5 =
1'11'21'31'4). Further, {3, y5 , 1'4 = - (3, a, and u are the well-known Dirac matrices which act on the nuclear wave functions 1/JjotJ.o and l/Jhp. 1, and Y{~ is a (J- L )-vector (with J =! this is a spherical
spinor ). The components of this vector are given by
( 6)

The spherical function Yfcp are given here in Be the's definition,t? which differs by a factor of ( - 1 )C,O
from the definition of Landau and Lifshitz . 18 The quantities Rt and R~ arise from the wave functions
of the light particles, and are

W,)(

"'·X

( 7)

w = ± !, x = ± !, q is the neutrino momentum, W = E + V, K2 = W2 -1, E is the total energy of the
electron including its rest mass, t V = aZ/R for a surface charge distribution, and V = 3aZ/2R for a
uniform volume charge distribution. The quantity cpw is equal to unity with an accuracy of ( aZ ) 2 /5. In
the case of a surface distribution, for instance,
'fw =

1 + 3 (xR) 2 [10 (2j

+ 2w + 3)]-I.

°

In the case of a volume distribution, C,Ow differs from unity by even less.9 • 1 Finally, R is the nuclear
radius, and a = 1/137.
"'L
The rf~XT are the expansion coefficients of the angular parts of the wave functions of the light
particles, i.e.,
*The quantities ajA. which are tabulated by Sliv and Volchok 12 differ from the AjA. defined by the author9 - 11 by the factor
a 1 ~. = llW- 21- xi A J).! (2j)!!

tWe are using units throughout in which

n=c

= m = 1.
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-( y'P•*
/P. A ly y'J'v)
w

"' !'"'An
p)iL ciP.
.
LJ
L.\.n

(-

J)l+~+'' [Yh
L-.\ ] y,

L.~

~~~~ =

V" (2J +I) (2L +

+ 1) i 2;: ci:ojo X (lh lj,

1). (2f +I) (2!1 +I) (2i

1/~lli, JfL),

(8)

A00 = 1, At'y = ay is a Pauli matrix, a 0 = az, a± 1 =' ± (ax± iay )/..f2, f.= j +A., 1.1 = i + v, and f = L + T.
The explicit form of the {3~i.; is easy to find from the tables of Ref. 16. The sum in ( 4) is taken over
all possible values of all indices. Equation ( 4) is applicable to {3-transitions of all orders of forbiddenness, The index N in Eq. ( 5) gives the order of fo:rbiddenness of the transition. For allowed transitions
N = 0, and since L + T ;;:::: 0, the second curly bracket gives no contribution to s}T. If one treats a transition of a definite order of forbiddenness, only some of the terms remain in the sum in Eq. ( 4 ), since the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the Racah functions, and the Fano functions in s}T are different from zero
only for certain values of the indices. The number of possible values of g is determined by the character of the nuclear orientation.
For aligned nuclei, g is even. If one measures the angular distribution of the y-rays, then
( 9)

where I is the multipole order of the quantum emitted, S is even, and h and j 2 are the nuclear angular momenta before and after the radiative transition. If the nuclei are oriented by the method of BleaneyS
or Pound 7 then g is even. For this case ( 4) gives
1

~

W2(p,k)=

~Y2g+ IC~:~:~oW(f-1. 0 ) {y2.S;+ 1] [M~.-rlE-·lNL]os,g U(Ljohg; j 1 j0 )Ps(cos&)

]

L

S-0.2 •••• c;--0,2, ... p.,

-o

- Y2g + I [p Im Qm- aZ Re Qn] E- 1 U Uojog I; Sjo) +·iFSgr(1t(!)O¢) }[I -

f/(~!

1n c~~So u

Mo = (/ gs /2

+I Gs /2) I Ks /2 + (/ gv /2 +I Gv /2) / K v [2 ,

No= (g5 g~

+ 0 5 0~) K5 K~ +complex conjugate,

N1 = (grg~ +OrO~) KrK: +complex conjugate,

= (gro; + GTg;) KrK;- (gAGy +GAg~) KAK~,

Qn =(gAo;+ GAg;) KAK~:- (grG~+ G rg~) KrK~,

Qm

Fabc(1t<p6¢) = 4<.

.2: C~6ay Y~-r(~¢)Y;y(1t<p),

Fobb

2 + Gr i 2 ) I KT i2 + (I gA /2
M1 =(I gr 1

(M jlS; hi),

+

J

GA

i2 )

( 10)

I KA :2 ,

( 11)

= Y2b+ I Pb(cos&), Faoa =47t] Yay(O¢) v:y(1t<p), (12)

y

y

iF221 = - 3 V3/2sin fJ cos 0 sin 1tsin(¢- 9),

iF 441 = -- (3

V 5/4) (7 cos

U (abed; ef) = V(2e +I) (2f +I) W (abed; ef),.

j

1

2

6- 3) cos 0 sin~ sin &sin(¢- 9),

(13)

= V I - (aZ)2 ,

In these equations Kv and KA differ from Ks and KT by the absence of {3. For allowed transitions,
Kv =-Kg, and KA = -KT. Here Y;.A.. is the vector of Eq. (6) with J = 1, L = 1, and T = -1. Equation ( 10) is accurate up to terms of order ( aZ) 2/3 and aZER compared with unity.* If high accuracy
is necessary, -y1E- 1 should be replaced by a+;a-, where
ai·

=(W-I) A~;,.;,+ (W

p should be replaced by c 1/ a-, where

and aZ should be replaced by c 2/a-, where

*Equation ( 14) will be given to the same accuracy.

+ I) A0,-·

1,,
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Since it seems that invariance under time reversal is maintained in strong nuclear interactions, we
may assert that the phase difference between KT and Ks, as well as that between KA and Ky, etc.,
is either 0 or 'II'. Whether Qm and Qn are real or complex is therefore determined by the coupling
constants g and G. If the {3-interaction is invariant under the transformation t - -t, all the g and G
are real and Im Qm = 0. In this case the {3- y correlation is independent of p/E. If this independence
were observed, it would be direct proof of the breakdown of invariance under time reversal. The form of
allowed {3-spectra would seem to indicate that the real part of gA and GA is either very small or vanishes identically. There is indirect evidence that the real part of gV and Gv is also small. If this is
true, then Qn is small. Thus even a rough qualitative study of {3- y angular correlation in aligned nuclei may answer the question of invariance under time reversal and give indications as to the contribution
of the V and A interactions.
If the nuclei are polarized, say by the Gorter-Rose method, 19 there will again be a {3- 'Y correlation
for allowed transitions. Considering both even and odd values of g, we obtain
Wr(p, k) =

w2(p,

k)-

~

~

~

S=0,2, ... g=1,3, ... p.,

X lf2j0 + 1W (j0j 0g1;

Sio)-

c;·:;,f;'O w (P.o) (2g + 1) V2S + 1{-j--[;

Re Qm

+ ~:- Im Qn]

V ~ [ i Re Ql + ~- Im Ql] lf(2j0 + 1) (2h + 1)X (hilS, ioi g, 111)}
0

x Fs'1d&cpe¢) [ 1-~}~t~ncf~soU <Mi1S; i));

(14)

Q1 = (Grg~ + G~gr) IKr[2 - (GAg~+ G~gA) I KAj 2· - (Grg~ + grG~)KrK~ +(GAg~ +gAG~)KAK~;

(15)

F 211 = - lf3/2 {(3 cos2 0 -1) cos &

F 231
F 431

=

+ 3 sine cos asin &cos ( ¢- cp)},

(3 lf2/2 lf71 {(3 cos 2 a- l) cos & -2 sin acos asin& cos ( ¢- rp)},

= - (3/4 V 7) {(35 cos 4 f} - 30 cos3 0 +3) cos & + 5 (7 cos2 a-3) cos 0 sin 0 sin & cos (¢ - cp)}.

( 16 )

A measurement of W1 (p, k) may serve as a control experiment in the study of W2 (p, k), and is also
interesting in itself for the determination of the g and G coupling constants. The use of the two-component equation2•4 to describe the neutrino necessitates an experiment8.1 proof of the fact that all the coupling constants are related by g = - G or g =G. This requires quantitative measurements, so that it is
desirable to use the results of independent experiments. In particular, the polarization of electrons emitted by polarized nuclei is of interest. The author has previously2° derived the required formulas for allowed and forbidden {3-transitions. We note that if the nucleus emits {3+ particles, their polarization can
be observed not only from scattering asymmetry, but also from the circular polarization of the annihilation radiation. Since the positrons are depolarized by relativistic effects, they will not be completely depolarized in spite of the fact that they are slowed down.
Additional possibilities in the investigation of {3 processes arise if, in addition to the angular distribution, one observes the angular polarization of the y-rays emitted after {3-decay. It was shown by Shapiro,21 for instance, that if parity is not conserved there should be a correlation between the direction of
the emitted electron and the circular polarization of the y-ray. The present author 22 has suggested that
observations of the circular polarization of x-rays emitted after K-capture be used to determine the sign
of gs/~. The circular polarlzation of they-rays gives information on the polarization of the nuclear
dipole after {3-decay. Thus instead of studying {3-transitions in polarized nuclei, one can find the direction of the nuclear spin relative to the direction of the {3 particle by observing the circular polarization of
th.e subsequent photons. Formally this reduced to the P~~ tensor playing the role of P~. If S is odd,
P~~ vanishes on averaging over y-ray polarizations. If, however, the circular polarization is found from
experiment

~~
P~:,

is nonzero for all S, and Eq. ( 9) becomes

= (2S +

I) ~ ~<M·-M'>/2 Cf~,sM-M' u (Ij2Sh; iii) e1<M-M'>"' D~.M-M' ( ¢.

o,

0),

( 17)

M,M'

where the term with M = M' = 1 gives

P~~ for right-circularly polarized photons, the term with M = M
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= -1 gives it for left-circularly polarized photons, and the sum of terms with M = 1, M' = -1 and M
= -1, M' = 1 gives this tensor for linearly polarized photons. The variable ~ assumes the values + 1
for magnetic and - 1 for electric transitions. The :mgle a gives the linear polarization vector e: in the
coordinate system whose z axis is along k (E±t = ='= e±ia;.../2, Eo= 0). This angle a is the angle between the polarization vector and the x axis in the plane perpendicular to k. Finally, D~, M _ M' ( <P e0)
is a matrix of the irreducible representation of the rotation group. 23 It is here defined so that l/Jj tJ. ( O<f>)
LDjtJ.tJ.'(<f>OO)l/JjtJ.'(OO), and in particular,

,.,.,

Experiments on allowed ,a-transitions give the most unambiguous information, and are therefore of
most interest. In the case of forbidden ,6-transitions, Eq. ( 4) depends on more nuclear matrix elements
than it does in the case of allowed transitions. These matrix elements must be considered as additional
unknown quantities which must be determined by experiment or evaluated roughly with the aid of nuclear
models. It is therefore difficult to give unique interpretations to the experimental data. More meaningful
conclusions can be reached in studying transitions in which the nuclear angular momentum change is one
unit greater than the order of forbiddenness. In this case, however, we obtain no data on the Fermi part
of the ,6-interaction. We shall give here an explicit expression for the ,B - y correlation function for a polarized nucleus undergoing first forbidden transitions, when h = jo ± 2. According to Eq. ( 4) we have

w (p, k) =

~
j,f,

f;,

]
~
s l'>l ""'

c}:~:/;0

w (!Lo) (- 1)" X

UihS, ioiog, 22f) (2g + 1)

x ,i{, z~z,F sgt (&rpa ¢) V2s + 1 [1- ~/~ ~ ~n c~gso u (M hS;
Z~f = 2q 2 [(pRe Q1

Z{i

=

[P 2 + (rx.Z£)2] [(PRe Q1

Z{i=q 2 (E -1)(MI+N1),

+

a Im QJ)
2Z

+ rx.Z Im QJ) w+- i (p Im Q

1 -

w+- i (P Im

QI-

rx.Z Re Q1 ) w_],

a; Re Q1)w_J;

Z{f= P 2 +~ctZ£) 2 (E+I)(Ml;_NI),

( 18)

iiJ),

Z~J =

q2 (E + 1) (M 1 -

N 1),

Zi~ = P2 +(;Z£) 2 (£-I)(M1+NI), (19)

1. -- 1 //2'

·;f{, = (- I) 1(2j +I) l/(2l' + 1) I 4 (2f + 1) c{?olo u ~2- j, 2, j, f; j, 2) u (1/2 jl'f; lj),
'/,o

ill = -

v--6 lm

'/,I

=

'/,o

1

2-

ill=

'I 2

'I 2

I, III = T2~ =

V7f3

(20)

•

"(1~1 = - (7/6) "({23 ==- V'T4j5.

The quantities M1, N 1, and Q1 differ from those in ( 11) and ( 15) only in that Ks and K v are zero,
and KT and KA are given by
(21)
All the equations in this article refer to {3--decay. For positron decay, the following substitutions must
be made:
*

•

•

gs--->--gs, gA--->--gA, gp.....;•-gp,

•

gr~gr,

•

gv-;.gv,

Gs_,.G;, GA-o.G~, Gp->G~ Gr-.,.-G~, Gv-o.-G~, rx.z_,.-rx.z.
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Some general problems relating to the decay theory of a quasi-stationary state are considered.
Dispersion relations are derived on the basis of the semi-finiteness of the energy distribution
density w (E). A criterion of physical feasibility in decay theory is formulated and studied on
the basis of the Paily and Wiener theorem. It is shown that an exponential decay law cannot
hold for all rt,lti. Corrections to the exponential decay law are computed under the simplest
assumptions. Dispersion relations between the modulus and the phase of the functiOft p ( t)
are derived and investigated. On the basis of a knowledge of the decay law, these allow us to
determine the energy distribution density w (E) analytically. The results obtained are derived from the general laws of quantum mechanics and do not depend on the model of the decaying system.

b

the present work we consider several problems of decay theory, in particular, the decay of a quasistationary (almost stationary) state.* As is well known, the theory of the decay of a quasi-stationary
state has great significance in the investigation of a-decay, in the transmission of particles through a
potential barrier, in the theory of the nucleus, in the determination of the distribution of energy levels,
etc. 1•2 The basic theorem of decay theory of a quasi-stationary state was obtained by Fock and Krylov in
*A brief account of results that have been obtained is given in Ref. 5.

